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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 139.74  138.92   ▼1.21  +0.12

EUR 1.0712  1.0782   +0.0083  +0.0020

AUD 0.6682  0.6716   +0.0064  +0.0145

SGD 1.3476  1.3427   ▼0.0061  ▼0.0051

CNY 7.1317  7.1118   ▼0.0232  +0.0142

INR 82.55  82.57   +0.02  +0.16

IDR 14895  14895   +17  ▼98

MYR 4.6211  4.6210   +0.0235  +0.0073

PHP 56.13  56.12   +0.02  ▼0.15  

THB 34.86  34.82   +0.09  +0.02

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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33,833.61 +0.50%   +2.34%   

31,641.27 ▼0.85%  +1.58%   

4,297.68 +0.13%   +0.94%   

4,150.90 ▼0.30%  +1.47%   

3,186.61 +0.22%   +0.64%   

3,213.59 +0.49%   +0.28%   

62,848.64 ▼0.47%  +0.67%   

6,666.33 +0.70%   +0.50%   

1,374.64 ▼0.29%  ▼0.61%  

6,539.36 ▼0.39%  +1.69%   

1,559.50 +1.71%   +2.50%   

262.32 +0.34%   +1.92%   

8,336.00 +0.53%   +1.17%   

111.82 +1.66%   +6.90%   

1,965.46 +1.31%   ▲0.61%  

71.29 ▼1.71%  +1.70%   

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            

Open

USD/JPY 1.0782

USD/SGD 34.62

JPY/SGD 4.605

Forecast

- 140.00

- 1.0810

- 0.6770

- 1.3490

- 0.9733

- 7.1550

- 82.75

- 14960

- 4.628

- 56.25

- 34.80

Today's Direction

Bull Bear
USD/SGD 3 : 3    
USD/JPY 4 : 2    
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- It is too early to tell. And recent enough history informs us that it may be best not to jump the
gun on deal optimism given the many hurdles. And there is an additional risk involved.
- That is, trying to secure Iranian barrels end up staring down the barrel of an antagonized,
gun-slinging Saudi that is worryingly ready to pull the trigger on further supply cuts.
- Having already put through a unilateral 1MBpD cut (for July), rhetoric appears to suggest
that Saudi wants to double down, not dial back, on its threat.
- To be sure, the trajectory of Oil retains downside bias; especially against the backdrop of
gather global demand headwinds. But for now, Saudi's ability to hold supply ransom will incite
upside volatility. And so, two-way volatility with more (Saudi-led) OPEC sabre-rattling is par for
the course before a more sustained softening and stabilization of prices come through later.

BSP's Reserve Ratio Cuts: Taunt?
- The BSP announced significant reserve requirement cuts (RRR), but assured this was not a
change in (tight) monetary policy stance. We concur, but with caveats.
- For the record, RRR for large banks, RRR was cut 250bp (to 9.5%) and for thrift banks by 100bp
(to 2.0%). Looking simplistically at the total deposits in the system, this might result in up to
PHP400bn of additional liquidity that could be unleashed (although perhaps less in practice).
- And to be sure, this additional liquidity in theory has potential to be inflationary. And so,
there are two caveats that apply to RRR cut not augmenting policy stance. One, sterilization
mops up excess liquidity (only allowing targeted credit growth). Two, RRR cut is framed as
cementing resolve, if not raising the bar, to not loosen policy. PHP risks otherwise.

FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: Gunning for 1.08 not outlandish, but trades likely to be nimble into FOMC.
- USD/JPY: 140+ aspirations hijacked by softer UST yields and USD pullback; mid-138 to mid-139.
- USD/SGD: Riding USD slump below mid-1.34, but  limited CNH gains impede extent of SGD jump.
- AUD/USD: RBA hawks alongside Fed pivot bets has now endowed some traction around 0.67.

TODAY'S EVENTS
(KR) Current Account (Apr): -$792.6 (Mar: $158.1m) | (CH) CPI/PPI YoY (May): (Mkt: 0.2%/-4.3%; Apr: 0.1%/-3.6%) | 
(MY) Industrial Production YoY (Apr): (Mkt: 2.0%; Mar: 3.1%) | (PH) Trade Balance (Apr): (Mkt: -$4700m; Mar: -$4928m) |
(PH) Unemployment Rate (Apr): (Mar: 4.7%)

Three Take-aways:

1) Jump in jobless claims alongside drop in oil instigates some degree of Fed pivot cheer.
2) Speculation of US-Iran deal points to volatility before clarity and softer prices
3) BSP's reserve requirement cut is a delicate balance for PHP risks; pivots on sterilization.

Re-Claiming Fed Pivot Cheer?
- "Fed pivot cheer" made a flashy (re-)entrance, and there was no mistaking the hallmarks:
- Equities rallied led by Nasdaq in distinctive fashion with tech most sensitive to Fed policy;
- UST yields pulled back across the curve (although a not most pronounced at the 2Y) and;
- USD fumbled sliding conspicuously (albeit not alarmingly).
- Turns out, "Fed pivot" bets were reclaimed on a jump in jobless claims (to 261K from 233K);
especially against a backdrop of mixed jobs data with softer wage inflation.
- To be sure, expectations for a near-term hike are merely whittled down, not abandoned; given
some 80% odds of a 25bp hike by the July FOMC.
- But odds of 50bp of cuts by end-2023/early-2024 have hardened, reflecting rejuvenated markets
bets that lagged jobs weakness will set the stage for a reversal of the Fed's stance.
- The logic behind the Fed's policy calculus is not flawed per se. But greater sensitivity to softer jobs
is assumed versus the Fed's revealed tolerance for jobs-inflation trade-off.
- What this means is that there could be scope for more mid-/Q3 2023 UST yield and USD volatility in
store if rolling Fed guidance continue to disappoint more eager pivot bets.
- Admittedly, softer oil (lower inflation implications) on optimism about US-Iran deal, which will
introduce more Iranian supply in global oil markets, leans into Fed pivot bets.

Oil: Will Iran Tease or Taunt?
- Hope of a US-Iran deal within grasp is one thing. But guarantee of a quick and unencumbered
passage of such a complex, layered deal is quite another. And the complexity of such a deal and the
attendant impact on the oil market is even more fraught given Saudi's agitations.
- The key question is whether prospects of a US-Iran deal will merely tease hopes of oil price
(supply) relief, but fall through; or credibly taunt Saudi's supply threats if it gets inked.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(US) Initial Jobless Claims: 261K (Mkt: 235k; 233k) | (JP) Eco Watchers Survey/Outlook  (May): 55.0/54.4 (Mkt: 55.0/56.1; Apr: 54.6/55.7) 
| (AU) Trade Bal (Apr): A$11.2b (Mkt: A$13.7b; Mar: A$15.3b) | (EZ) GDP QoQ (1Q F): 0.7% (Mkt: 0.5%; Prelim: 0.4%) 
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